We performed simultaneous analysis of the discreteness in particle mass spectrum and relations in nuclear parameters connected with nuclear tensor force (one-meson exchange dynamics). Analysis of particle masses is in line with the suggestion that empirical relations in masses could be used for the development of the Standard Model. Due to a closeness of the pion mass splitting δ m π =4594 keV to the 9m e =4599 keV (m e is the electron mass) the parameter of the discreteness in particle mass spectrum is close to the doubled value of the pion β -decay energy 16m e =δ ≈ 2δ m π − 2m e (tuning effect in particle masses). This discreteness was found also in parameters of correlations in nuclear excitations and binding energies. Common tuning effect includes also the nucleon mass splitting δ m N =1293.3 keV which belongs to the fundamental manifestation of the nucleon structure. The value δ m N and its 1/8 part δ m N /8=161 keV were found also in the grouping effect in nuclear excitations and spacing. In the tuning effect in particle masses the value (1/8)δ m N =161 keV accounts the shift of the exactly known neutron mass m n relative to integer number of the electron rest mass (so-called CODATA relation). We consider these correlations, the possible role of the lepton ratio and the possible hints on the symmetry in the fermion spectra as the new approach to the SM-development.
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Introduction
Nucleon interactions within nuclei are commonly considered as a result of one-and many-pion exchange. The role of tensor forces (one-pion exchange) was recently considered by J.Schiffer [1] , T.Otsuka [2] and I.Tanihata [3] . They found the regions of nuclear chart where tensor-force effects are important. For example, in heavy antimony isotopes (N=72-82) the valence proton in J π =7/2 + state (π, 1g 7/2 ) strongly interacts with neutrons in the large ν, 1h 11/2 subshell. Such deuteronlike situation (spin 1, orbital motion in different directions) with the dominant role of one-pion exchange dynamics in nucleon interaction exists also in light and heavy nuclei. Stable intervals in first excitations of the near-magic 116 Sn (E * =1293.6 keV, E 2 -E 1 =1292.0 kev) correspond to n=8 in this systematics. They are close to the nucleon mass splitting δ m N =1293.3 keV. The system E * , D =n∆ T F was confirmed with stable excitations and spacing in many nearby nuclei [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
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CODATA relation in the tuning effect
Nucleon mass is a result of constituent quark-mass evolution: First, a reduction of each quark mass from M q (n=3·18) to ∆M ∆ +2 f π (n=18+2·16 about 50-51). In Fig.1 it corresponds to the shift downwards from 3M q to ∆. At the second step, due to spin-dependent interaction between quarks, nucleon mass looses 2∆M ∆ (n=151-36=115). Nucleon mass in the nuclear medium m nucl N (circled dot in Fig.1 , about 8 MeV≈ δ below m N ) is shifted due to residual quark interaction. The generation of the initial mass and its reduction is explained in QCD and NRCQM [15] [16] [17] . The value m nucl N is the last in a sequence from the initial mass 3M q =9∆M ∆ -to the ∆-baryon mass 1320 MeV=3(2 f π +∆M ∆ )=3M ∆ q -to m N -and finally to 6 f π +∆M ∆ . So, number n=115 corresponds to the neutron mass.
The shift of the neutron mass relative to the value 115δ equal to δ m n =161.65(6) keV was derived from the recent precise ratio between neutron and electron masses evaluated by CODATA [18] Secondly, constituent quark masses (M q and M ′′ q , Table 2 ) which are produced with the gluonquark-dressing effect [15, 19] are in the lepton ratios L=207 with the vector boson masses, namely, (20) -3m e =-1.533
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Empirical relations in SM-parameters
Exactness of CODATA integer relation could mean the presence of the common general origin of all SM-interactions. It was R.Feynman who draw attention to the common vector character of all interactions [21] . He suggested that in the future "super-duper model" an understanding of the main parameters like α could be achieved. Relations with factor α=1/137 are shown in Table 1 (boxed values related as α/2π). The proximity of α/2π = 115.9 · 10 −5 to the ratio between the well-know main SM-parameters -masses of the µ-lepton and Z-boson m µ /M Z =115.9·10 −5 was noticed long ago. Similar relations with QED parameter for a short (1/M Z ) distance α Z =1/129 can be added: the ratio between m e and the pion mass 170 keV/140 MeV=121·10 −5 and between the pion mass and unconfirmed mass M ′ H =116 GeV of the possible scalar boson (twice the mass of the groping effect at 58 GeV discussed by S.Ting [22] ), namely, 140 MeV/116 GeV=121·10 −5 , are close to α Z /2π = 123 · 10 −5 . It was suggested by V.Belokurov and D.Shirkov [23] that the small QED factor (α/2π) could be found in the electron rest mass itself. We briefly consider here four possible connection of the obtained unexpected CODATA relations with other empirical observations. 1) Integer ratios 1 : 16 and 1 ; 9 in CODATA relations (m e : δ and 161 keV : δ m N ) as well as the ratio 1 : 9 in charge splitting (m e : δ m π ) could be considered together with the recent quark masses estimations m d =4.78(9) MeV close to ∆=9m e =4.60 MeV and m b =4.18(1) GeV close to 9M q =4.0 GeV [9, 14] (if values would be confirmed). Observed integer relations in lepton masses m µ /m e =L=13·16-1 coinciding with the similar ratio between masses of Z-bozon and the constituent quark M q were considered [9] in connection with the parity nonconsevation as the result of a possible symmetry motivated properties of fermions (currents) composed the mass. It could mean that masses m e and M q =m e (α/2π) −1 might be considered together with the rational relation 3·18·16m e for the large mass. Difference between these two large values accounts about m e . We need theoretical understanding of the observed tuning effect supplemented with CODATA relation. The general trend in QCD-development based on lattice-calculations should be combined with symmetry properties of common components.
2) Indirect confirmation of the tuning effect in particle masses was obtained from analysis of excitations of nuclei where tensor phrases connected with one-meson exchange play the dominant role. Development of nuclear model where nucleon structure would be directly included should take into account existing results from analysis of nuclear binding energies. Here in cluster effects with systems like 4 He and 6 He parameters of the grouping of difference of binding energies ∆E B clearly demonstrate the distinguished role of intervals connected with integer values of the electron mass m e (for example, ∆=9m e etc.). In Table 2 Table 2 ) could be connected with transformations into the mass of the constituent quark. This effect could be important for understanding of the origin of the dark matter and possible estimation of the gravitation intercity considered in [24] ).
4) Rational relations with the masses of heavy fermions (M q , M ′′ q ) were extended to the scalar boon masses [9, 11] (see the fifth line in Table 2 ). We expect theoretical interpretation of observed empirical effects. Some relations in masses of heavy bosons and quarks were discussed in [9, 11] .
